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Abstract

Archival turn scholars have argued that to understand a record one needs to consider its broader provenance. Theoretical and conceptual frameworks such as the record continuum model, parallel provenance and societal provenance have aided in debunking the myth of linear, objective and neutral records. While these theories and concepts support the inclusion of Indigenous worldviews in recordkeeping praxis, Indigenous worldviews have been noticeably absent in the formulation of these and other archival theorisations. This article introduces the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, an Indigenous, specifically Bidjara, conceptual framework for appraising and interpreting archival records. This conceptual framework has been derived from Bidjara ways of being and knowing. This article consists of three parts: the first introduces the conceptual framework and explains its background. The second discusses the intellectual and cultural authority of the framework and protocols for its use, and the final part of the article demonstrates how the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework applies to archives.
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Preface (Rose Barrowcliffe)

In 2021, I attended a Building on the Strengths of our Stories’ cultural strengths workshop held online for Queensland State Archives (QSA) staff. The training was co-developed by Bidjara/Kara-Kara and South Sea Islander woman Leann Wilson (co-author of this paper) and her colleague, Charlene Berndt (who is Kamilaroi with family links to Kokoberra). The training explores some of the key issues of Queensland’s history relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders. To do this, Leann, Charlene and their co-facilitators introduce the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, a conceptual framework formulated by Leann and drawn from her family’s teachings about Bidjara Country. The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories (explained in detail in Part 1 of this article) provide a framework for exploring issues through both Indigenous and non-Indigenous worldviews. As I listened to Leann and Charlene explain

*Correspondence: rose.barrowcliffe@mq.edu.au
the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, I grew more and more excited. I could see how it could be used as a conceptual framework to be applied to understanding archival records.

After the training, I searched for the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories in academic publications. I wanted to use them in my research and as an academic, I wanted to use academic citations to ensure that Leann was properly attributed as the intellectual property (IP) holder. I found no mention of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories in academic publications, so I contacted Leann and asked if she had published them anywhere. When Leann said that she had not published it anywhere I asked if I could support her in doing so. Happily, Leann was as keen to see the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories published as I was, and this article is the result of our collaborative efforts conducted through yarning and writing.

Publishing the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework triggered a host of concerns about how to preserve and protect Leann’s intellectual and cultural rights over the knowledge. As an Aboriginal academic, I am keenly aware of the problematic history of appropriation of Indigenous knowledge by academics. Academic, legal and cultural notions of knowledge ownership differ, and this article mediates these three paradigms. As excited as I am that Leann has agreed to publish the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, I also feel a weight of responsibility in ensuring that Leann does not lose ownership and control of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories through the publication process. Academic research has a long history of extraction and benefit hoarding when it comes to publication of Indigenous knowledges and non-Indigenous IP laws, such as copyright law, protect those that publish knowledge, even if it is not their own knowledge that they publish.

Extractive research can occur even when the researcher is Indigenous. I did not want this article to be another example of that so I carefully considered how to ensure that Leann remains the sole cultural authority and IP owner of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, even though this article is co-authored. As a Butchulla person, I am aware that the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories are connected to Bidjara culture and that I have no authority to share it without Leann’s permission. Rather than wanting to share the conceptual framework on Leann’s behalf, I want to support her in sharing it. Despite being a co-author on this paper, I claim no ownership of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories conceptual framework or any of the Bidjara stories shared in this article. The rights for the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories conceptual framework and Bidjara stories remain entirely with Leann.

To bring this article to fruition, we have followed cultural and academic protocols. As the academic, I was tasked with the writing. I drafted this article after yarning sessions with Leann. The reader only sees the text-based authorship of this process, but this article was authored orally in those yarning sessions. Perhaps in another time, or with another researcher, this would have been a single-authored paper based on those yarns, but Leann’s cultural authority underpins this article and that is recognised in the article’s structure and citation format. We have drawn on the latest citation practices that recognise Indigenous knowledge and cultural authority. We make clear who has authored each section of the article. Not only does this make the speaking position clear, but it is also a way to protect Leann’s IP and cultural authority in relation to the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories. We encourage all users to follow the citation guide below if you want to use the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework in your research (which we sincerely hope you do).
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Both authors are recognised in the citation for this article, as per academic convention, but to maintain the correct cultural authority of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories conceptual framework, Part 1 of this journal article should be cited as:

Archival records have long been defined, appraised, described and interpreted through a colonial worldview. Post-modern archival theorists introduced notions of non-linear histories and multiple provenances to archival theory, but Indigenous-developed frameworks are still largely absent in mainstream archival praxis. This journal article introduces the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework, which is underpinned by Bidjara’s teachings. The framework has synergies with the records continuum model and societal and parallel provenance but is unique due to its Bidjara ontological and epistemological underpinnings.

This journal article consists of three parts: the first part introduces the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework. The second part of the article goes into detail about the intellectual property (IP) rights and protocols for the use of this conceptual framework. The final part of the article discusses how the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories can be applied as a framework to appraise, describe and interpret records. Each of the three parts of this article was deliberated on separately and then brought together holistically in this article because the production and attribution of knowledge are inherently connected to the understanding of that knowledge.

Protecting cultural authority was a key focus throughout the writing and publication process, and in this article, we share the considerations and subsequent solutions we adopted for protecting the IP and cultural authority of the conceptual framework. To protect that cultural authority of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, we apply the latest practice in the academic citation for recognising Indigenous knowledges in academic writing. Part 2 of this article uses the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories to demonstrate the differences between legal authority, specifically copyright and IP ownership and cultural authority. While copyright and IP can be used to protect cultural authority in the short term, additional measures need to be taken to protect cultural authority in perpetuity.

The application of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories provides archival practitioners, theorists and users with an Indigenous, specifically Bidjara, framework for appraising, describing and interpreting records. Part 3 discusses the similarities between the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework and existing archival theories such as the records continuum model, parallel provenance and societal provenance. This article argues that while all records have multiple provenances, two specific provenances must always be considered for records in colonised nations like Australia: that of the Indigenous peoples (the green ribbon) and that of the coloniser (the blue ribbon).

By introducing a new conceptual framework and demonstrating how to apply it, we offer contributions to knowledge for both collecting institutions and academic publishing. The intersection of these two fields is the production and management of knowledge. This article demonstrates one possible pathway for producing and managing knowledge from an Indigenous worldview that is congruent to practices in collecting institutions and academia. Further, that any production of Indigenous Knowledge can and should occur with the cultural authority remaining intact, whether that be in an archival or academic setting.

Part 1: The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories of the Bidjara cave paintings
(Leann Wilson – Bidjara/Kara-Kara and South Sea Islander)

The history of Australia can be considered through two different time frames and ways of knowing: Indigenous and non-Indigenous. In this article, we introduce a conceptual framework...
that represents these two ontologies using two ribbons: one green and one blue. The green ribbon represents Indigenous ontologies that are based on Country, lore, deep time and the stories that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders have known and passed down for tens of thousands of years. The blue ribbon represents the non-Indigenous ontologies, post-invasion history and the events that have occurred since the arrival of the British.

It helps to see this representation in a physical sense, not just as a metaphorical one. When I and my Kamilaroi and Kokoberra colleague, Charlene Berndt, deliver our Building on the Strengths of our Stories training, we bring actual green and blue ribbon into the training rooms for trainees to hold as they consider the history of Queensland. The green ribbon is 65 metres long, with each metre of ribbon signifying 1,000 years. The blue ribbon is just over 25 centimetres long. The blue ribbon is starkly short in comparison to the green ribbon, as is accurate when comparing the long Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander history on this continent against that of the British. I explain how to apply the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories to understanding history by sharing the following story that has been passed down through my family.

On Bidjara country, in central-western Queensland, there are a series of caves that have been a woman’s area for Bidjara women for tens of thousands of years. The caves, known as the Palace, contain paintings that hold Bidjara stories and record Bidjara history. Custodianship of this area has been passed down through Bidjara women for as long as this site has been significant to our people. The Bidjara women give lessons to the Bidjara men at the caves, but the Bidjara men have no authority over the caves. The Bidjara women’s teaching is that women are best positioned to speak of all things to do with women and these gatherings of women and young boys start early in a young boy’s life, well prior to the boys learning from the men.

In 1909, a group of non-Indigenous males came to Bidjara Country to examine the caves. It is believed that in a bid to assess their provenance and significance the visiting men questioned the Bidjara men about the cave paintings. According to Bidjara lore, the Bidjara men do not have cultural authority to speak about the caves or the paintings, so they told the visiting men that they did not know anything about them. From this interaction, the non-Indigenous men concluded that the paintings were not created by or known to the Bidjara. However, that is an untruth and the story of the Palace must take into consideration both the green ribbon and the blue ribbon stories for the cave. The green ribbon story and the blue ribbon story of this place represent two different worldviews.

Any discussion about the history of the Bidjara cave paintings and their current state of being has seen the assumption that there is no knowledge and thus decisions and writings have excluded without balance and agency of the Bidjara women. The green ribbon story passed down from my grandmother in fact tells a story of the intersectionality of women’s and men’s business. The sacredness of birthing and burials unpacks the story of rights and responsibilities. In this case, the rights of women and the responsibility of the men in honouring and supporting the agency of women and girls were what prevented the men from speaking about the caves.

The green ribbon story passed down by my father is an example of this intersectionality in action. My father never spoke of, or about, the Palace. However, he knew of it and he understood implicitly his responsibility to Mother Earth, his mother, my grandmother and me. It is from this Bidjara knowing he taught us about 4R’s. 4R was also the family horse brand, so lessons were reinforced each time we branded or saddled and rode our horses. My father spoke of these 4’s, as the stories that underpin our way of knowing, being and doing, taught early to strengthen and ground the learner. The 4Rs include Remember your story, Respect, Relationships and Responsibility (for Mother Earth, self and others).
Part 2: Intellectual property protection and protocols for use of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework (Rose Barrowcliffe-Butchulla)

Protecting the Indigenous cultural and intellectual property (ICIP) of the green ribbon and blue ribbon story has been one of our greatest concerns in relation to this publication. Leann has worked for decades sharing and teaching Indigenous and non-Indigenous people about the importance of seeing history through both Indigenous and non-Indigenous worldviews, and this publication is a continuation of that work. In publishing the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework here, Leann is encouraging its use; however; any use should recognise cultural authority of Leann as the developer of the concept and Leann’s family as her teachers.

The process for authoring the journal article has allowed us to explore the intersections and misalignments between Indigenous and academic knowledge production and authority. In this section, we discuss where IP laws, particularly, copyright and creative commons (CC) licensing, fall short of protecting Indigenous Knowledge and cultural authority. To protect the Indigenous Knowledge contained within this article, and the cultural authority over the article, we considered a meld of different knowledge attributions formats including academic citation, Traditional Knowledge Labels (TK Labels) and IP licensing through copyright and CCs. In this section of the article, we explain our choices for attribution, and what they mean for the use of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework.

Authorship and citation

There are many examples over the years of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people losing control of their knowledge once it is shared to the broader public. Academic production of knowledge has long seen academics securing IP ownership of Indigenous Knowledge through the publication process. A slow paradigm shift in academia has seen a move away from extractive research in favour of research done by, for and about Indigenous peoples. This work is being done by the increasing number of Indigenous researchers in academia who are growing the cultural interface within the academy. Not only is Indigenous scholarship within the academy increasing, but Indigenous scholars are changing the way that research is being conducted. Indigenous research methodologies, and Indigenous research methods are being increasingly practiced in academia, resulting in relational accountability underpinning a growing number of research designs. Part of that relational accountability is recognising that knowledge produced in Indigenous communities deserves the same respect and protection as that produced within the academy. It is the responsibility of the academic to ensure this happens.

Supporting Indigenous knowledge governance and sovereignty in research and publishing is multi-faceted and needs to be considered during the various stages of knowledge production, from research design and execution to publication and peer review, and then to citation. Bennett (Gamilaraay) argues that when writing about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders, researchers should use literature written for and by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander researchers. In cases where it is still necessary to cite non-Indigenous sources, such as when critiquing legacy works, Nathan Sentance (Wiradjuri) suggests retroactively adding to citations both the names of contributing Indigenous people, and their Nation, if known. The University of Technology Sydney and James Cook University have each updated their citation guides to include formats for attributing Indigenous knowledge, including retrospectively adding Indigenous co-contributors and their Nation name to academic citations. Lock et al., a group of Indigenous and non-Indigenous authors from 11 Indigenous nations (Ngiyampaa, Wiradjuri, Oglala Lakota, Gamilaraay, Ngāpuhi, Bkejwanong, Quandamooka, Bundjalung, Worimi, Nurrunga and Ngarrendjeri)
and four colonial nations (Australia, New Zealand, USA and Canada) developed the Indigenous Cultural Identity of Research Authors Standard (ICIRAS), a guide for embedding indigenous identity in author credentials that also give several suggestions for structural change to the publication process. The Indigenous Archives Collective (IAC) authored CAVAL Indigenous referencing guide for Indigenous knowledges (due to be published in May 2023) gives scholars a framework for first deciding which sources are appropriate and second how to appropriately attribute Indigenous Knowledge authority. All of these guides recommend clearly identifying Indigenous people by name and Nation, Country or language group name, if self-identified by the author, when using their knowledge in research publications. In this journal article, we use the author’s name and their Nation/Country/Language group name, if known, in the initial in-text appearance and then again in the reference list.

It is important to name Indigenous Knowledge holders in academic publications’ citations despite academic citation being an inadequate form of IP protection (discussed further in the next section). Without explicitly stated cultural identities in publications, there is an implied uniformity of cultural standpoints underpinning all research. Including cultural identification of authors can assist both peer reviewers and readings in their appraisals of the rigour and cultural appropriateness of the research. The ramifications of copyright go beyond academic publishing, in our discussions, we have been most concerned with the following reasons for asserting copyright:

- without being named in the citation, or identified in the body of the work, the Indigenous knowledge runs the risk of becoming an orphan work that cannot be connecting back to the community at a later date (libraries, museums and archives already hold many works like this in their collections);
- any knowledge, Traditional or otherwise, comes under the legal control of the named authors when it is published; therefore non-Indigenous researchers become the copyright holders and legal rights holders of any Indigenous Knowledge they publish under their own name;
- while copyright expires, it still provides legal protection for the knowledge published in the works for the life of the author plus 70 years;
- copyright holders are often the designated authority that decides the terms of donations to collecting institutions, including compensation, description and access;
- and while there are currently no adequate legal protections for Indigenous Knowledge, ICIP and systems like TK Labels are rapidly evolving and give hope that a solution will be available before the expiry or any copyright licensing commencing today.

Academic authorship has historically been distilled down to those that have physically written the publication and/or those that have been assigned roles within the research team. This practice disadvantages Indigenous Knowledge holders who share their knowledge with researchers without being considered part of the research team or being involved in the writing process. By academic conventions, this article may otherwise have been single authored by Rose Barrowcliffe based on interviews with Leann Wilson, but that would not have provided adequate recognition to the cultural authority of Leann. While this article has been drafted by Rose, the core knowledge shared in this article, the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework, is the sole intellectual and cultural property of Leann. As mentioned in the preface, this article was first authored orally, and it is the cultural authority of the
knowledge, not the mediums through which it is being published, that has determined the authorship of this article.

In addition to who is included in the citation, author order is also important in academic publishing. First authors’ names are given greater prominence and may be more closely associated with the publication than second or later authors. In academia, first-authored publications are also weighted more favourably in considerations for promotions. The general rule for author order is that the person who contributes the most should be the first author, but author order can also be arranged alphabetically or in order of academic seniority. In the case of this article, Leann Wilson is placed as the first author in the citation format for this article. This author order recognises Leann as the person that formulated the framework, the significance of which supersedes that act of writing the article (the contribution of Rose Barrowcliffe). It also places more emphasis on the importance of cultural authority than the academic writing process. The decision to put Leann first was primarily made to ensure that the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework will always be associated with Leann’s name first and foremost, as is appropriate. In placing Leann as the first author, we go against academic citation norms and instead place Indigenous knowledge and cultural authority above academic authorship as the deciding factor for attribution in academic publication.

Copyright, CCs licensing and indigenous knowledge

Publishing the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework has meant finding a balance between Indigenous forms of knowledge creation and ownership and non-Indigenous legal frameworks for IP protection. Copyright and CCs licensing, the most widely used forms of IP protection, both fall short in their ability to fully protect Indigenous Knowledge. Torres Strait Islander scholar Professor Martin Nakata\(^1\) noted that when working within the cultural interface, Indigenous people often have to make choices according to the constraints and possibilities of the moment. In publishing this article, we are utilising these non-Indigenous IP legal frameworks to achieve an imperfect protection for the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework. In this section, we explain the shortcomings of copyright legislation when using it to protect Indigenous Knowledge.

Copyright legislation is intended to protect ‘original works’. The Copyright Act\(^2\) and its subsequent regulations\(^3\) define what types of original works copyright applies to, and the protection it can offer, but they do not specifically define the term ‘original works’. The Commonwealth of Australia\(^4\) and the Australian Copyright Council\(^5\) define original works by the form of the works and the role of the creator. The works must be ‘fixed in material form’, whether that be electronic or hard copy, and the creator must be a human who has used their own ‘intellectual effort’ and ‘requisite skill’ to create a work that is not a copy of another’s work.

The requirement of ‘material form’ reinforces the non-Indigenous underpinnings of the Copyright Act. Material forms include published literature, scripts, song lyrics, audio or visual recordings, emails or computer programs.\(^6\) The problem is that for tens of thousands of years, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders have recorded their knowledge in non-material forms such as songs and oral histories. Fixing Indigenous Knowledge in material form has often been undertaken by non-Indigenous people who do not give attribution to Traditional Knowledge holders. In many cases, this has resulted in the non-Indigenous author becoming the copyright owner of Indigenous Knowledge.\(^7\) When Indigenous Knowledge enters copyright licensing through publication by people outside of their Traditional Owner communities, it results in the ongoing exclusion of Traditional Owners from the knowledge ownership cycle.\(^8\) Where Indigenous Knowledge does exist in material form, such as paintings or artefacts, these
material records seldom contain attributions to their individual creators. In the interpretations of original works by the Commonwealth of Australia and the Australian Copyright Council, these previous works fall outside of copyright protection and have been treated as public domain (discussed further in the next section). The result is that Indigenous Knowledge, whether fixed in material or non-material form, is rarely recognised by copyright law as being the IP of its Indigenous creators.

Time frames of knowledge creation are the other incompatibility between copyright and Indigenous Knowledge ownership. The work becomes recognised as a complete, original work at the point of publication rather than being seen as a constantly evolving piece of knowledge. The end point of copyright licensing is also definitive, with the most common license term being for the life of the author plus 70 years. By comparison, Indigenous Knowledge ownership does not expire. What is even more alarming about this arbitrarily set expiration date is that it was not even decided by Australian law or people. The time periods for copyright licensing were handed to Australia from the government of the United States as part of Free Trade negotiations.  

In comparison to these restrictive definitions of knowledge creation and form, definitions of Indigenous Knowledge are much more expansive. Indigenous Knowledge is created through collective intellectual effort: it is a communal endeavour over long time periods rather than an individual one with a defined start and end date. Like other forms of original works, Indigenous Knowledge builds on existing knowledge that has been passed down over tens of thousands of years without proprietary ownership by individuals to any one piece of knowledge. Our methods of creating and safeguarding knowledge may be more akin to stewardship, but our attribution and benefit-sharing rights should be treated the same as those of non-Indigenous knowledge creators and owners. This tension between guardianship and ownership prompted this article into being. As guardian of the stories of the Bidjara caves and their paintings, Leann is responsible for protecting those stories. By publishing the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, Leann’s guardianship is now also recognised as ownership according to copyright law.

What is traditional knowledge and who owns it?
The debate about who owns Indigenous Knowledge and where it sits within the rights and moral obligations of IP law is intertwined with the notion of ‘Traditional Knowledge’. As a legal and political term, ‘Traditional Knowledge’ was ‘invented’ along with the formulation of ‘public domain’ as part of the CCs movement. James Boyle, author of Shamans, Software and Spleens: Law and the Construction of the Information Society, which launched the CCs movement, argues that IP laws, including copyright laws, are so restrictive that they stymie innovation and creativity. The more nuanced CC licenses function in conjunction with the copyright license and are only valid as long as the copyright license is valid. Boyle uses examples of extraction of Indigenous Knowledge, which he refers to as ‘Traditional Knowledge’, to argue for more nuanced control on knowledge ownership. To support his argument, he gives the example of the extraction of medicinal knowledge from Indigenous peoples in the Amazon rainforest and Madagascar by large pharmaceutical companies. These companies use Indigenous knowledge to identify plants that have medicinal properties, they then commercialise the active ingredients without sharing any of the benefits with the Indigenous Knowledge holders. Boyle argues that the Indigenous Knowledge of the medicinal plants should not be able to be exclusively privatised by the pharmaceutical companies and that Indigenous people should share in the benefits of the commercialisation of their knowledge. Boyle connects protecting Indigenous Knowledge with environmental and cultural sustainability, arguing that financial
rewards for sharing of their knowledge would support Indigenous peoples in continuing their medicinal, cultural and land use practices. Boyle’s argument is not that large pharmaceutical companies should not be allowed to extract, commercialise and profit from Indigenous Knowledge, but that if they are going to do so, the Indigenous Knowledge holders should benefit as well.

Sunder takes exception to Boyle’s formulation of Indigenous peoples as conservators of knowledge rather than IP holders. Sunder contests that Boyle’s arguments for Traditional Knowledge to sit in the public domain frame Traditional Knowledge as ‘raw material for innovation’ rather than innovation itself. Furthermore, Sunder argues that Indigenous people need to be seen not just as wardens of ‘raw materials’ (including Traditional Knowledge), but as being an active part of the knowledge production process. After all, IP is not just about knowledge products but also knowledge processes. Drawing on the World Intellectual Property Organization’s 2006 report Intellectual Property and Traditional Knowledge, Sunder argues that Indigenous Knowledge is not static, and therefore IP rights must also be applied to new developments in Indigenous knowledge. Sunder surmises that adaptation of Traditional knowledge to contemporary problems is not just pragmatic, it is a sign of a healthy and dynamic culture.

The term ‘Traditional Knowledge’ locks Indigenous knowledge production in the past. It indicates an invisible line drawn at the time of invasion to delineate knowledge created before invasion as ‘Traditional’ and everything since as something different. The truth is that knowledge is constantly evolving and the original knowledge today is the Traditional Knowledge of the future. Therefore, the original knowledge created today, and the original knowledge created in times past deserves the same amount of protection because the process of their development is the same.

The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework is Sunder’s argument in action; it is the Traditional Knowledge of Bidjara people adapted to the contemporary problem of trying to understand Australian history when there are multiple narratives. Though formulated over the past 30 years, the conceptual framework is underpinned with ancient Bidjara teachings, ways of knowing, doing and being. The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework illustrates that though the Bidjara culture is ancient, it is not stagnant, and it is alive and evolving in current times. The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework deserves the same rights and protections as long-held Traditional Knowledge.

Traditional knowledge (TK) Labels

Despite the limited time periods for IP protection under copyright law, the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework will always belong to Leann and her family. An additional method of rights assertion is needed to support the perpetual ownership of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework as an original work of Indigenous (Bidjara) Knowledge that also recognises the long and continuing arc of Indigenous Knowledge creation. One possible solution to support perpetual rights attribution is the TK Labels created by Local Contexts.

Local Context Labels, more commonly known as TK Labels, have been developed in collaboration with Indigenous communities and are an extra-legal layer of IP protection that provides attribution to the Indigenous Knowledge holders. TK Labels were born out of the realisation that archives ‘radically fail’ Indigenous communities. Not only do Indigenous peoples not control their own cultural heritage in archives, but they often do not even have access to it. Archives and research are built on a tradition of ‘extraction’ and ‘deliberate
theft’, which results in data (knowledge held in records and materials) being collected and held with no provenance information. TK Labels were created to address the lack of provenance in existing Indigenous Knowledge materials held in archives. They are a tool for Indigenous communities to reconnect their knowledge stored in archives back to their community.

The Local Context Labels apply the CARE (Collective benefit; Authority to control; Responsibility; Ethics) to Indigenous data sovereignty by building correct ownership attribution into the metadata of catalogues storing Indigenous Knowledge, but it is not always appropriate to use the labels. What is often referred to simply as TK Labels is in fact a system that combines three user profiles (Indigenous community, institution or researcher), two types of attribution (Traditional Knowledge (TK) or Bio-cultural knowledge (BC)) with two levels of attribution (labels or notices) to create a nuanced ICIP rights support mechanism. TK Labels and BC Labels are used by Indigenous communities to clarify rights, interests, relationships and protocols of knowledge and bio-cultural information. TK Labels and BC Labels can only be created by Indigenous communities and are created and managed at a community/tribe/iwi level. TK and BC Notices are used by researchers and institutions to acknowledge Traditional Knowledge in their records and indicate their support for Indigenous rights and interests in relation to that knowledge. The TK Notices are unique in that they create a pathway for institutions and researchers to open the door to attribution without impinging on Indigenous knowledge owners’ authority to decide for themselves what the labels on the knowledge should be. They can also hold space for collaboration between institutions and Indigenous communities before they have established a relationship and can do so without pushing Indigenous communities to adhere to institution and researchers’ timelines. The notices open the door to collaboration and relationship building and, when the partnership results in mutual trust, may eventually lead to TK/BC Notices being replaced with TK/BC Labels.

Within the Local Contexts framework, this journal article is seen as a project between a researcher (Rose) and an individual Indigenous community member (Leann). Initially, we had hoped to use TK Labels to provide attribution to Leann and her family for the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework. After gaining a fuller understanding of how the Local Contexts labels and notices operate, we have instead used a TK Notice (displayed at the beginning of this article before the abstract). In the case of this article, a TK Notice was more appropriate than a TK Label because Leann and I have worked at an inter-personal level rather than at a community level as required by Local Contexts. The TK Notice for this journal article indicates that there is Indigenous knowledge in the article that will continue to carry moral obligations long after the copyright and CC licensing expire. This is the first article to use TK Notices in an academic journal article (J. Anderson, personal communication, Feb 9, 2023) and demonstrates its application in academic publishing. Specifically, the use of the TK Notice in this article demonstrates the ability for researchers to make public disclosures about Indigenous knowledge that informs their research.

This article demonstrates one possible way that institutions and researchers can begin the process of connecting research data and archival records back to their Indigenous owners and cultural authorities. Non-Indigenous IP legislation remains an imperfect method of securing Indigenous Knowledge ownership rights. These rights relate not just to commercialisation of Indigenous Knowledge but also to the cultural protocols for the use of Indigenous Knowledge. Solutions like Local Context’s TK Labels and Notices can fill gaps created by IP legislation. By using TK Notices, institutions and researchers can act according to their moral obligations to Indigenous knowledge owners without being held back by legislative limitations.
Part 3: Green ribbon and blue ribbon stories and archives (Rose Barrowcliffe)

In the Building on the Strength of our Stories workshops, Leann Wilson, Charlene and their colleagues use the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework to understand Queensland history. To do this, they examine Queensland’s post-invasion history through the successive legislation that directly impacted Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders and discuss the effect those pieces of legislation have had on Indigenous peoples’ lives using specific examples from their own families. Issues like place names, Stolen Generations, stolen wages, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health outcomes and more are discussed by considering the green ribbon stories (deep time, connection to Country, Indigenous Knowledge and lived experience) and blue ribbon stories (colonist legislation, non-Indigenous lived experience, colonial narratives) of these topics. This process of considering the multiple perspectives to a topic, and also the evolution of understanding of certain issues through the telling and retelling of a story has parallels with archival theories such as societal provenance, parallel provenance and the records continuum model. These archival theories and concepts have been developed by and remain largely contained in the discussions of archival theorists. By comparison, the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework has been developed from a lay user and Indigenous, specifically Bidjara, worldview. It is one that is easily translatable and understandable to archival theorists, practitioners and users alike and can be applied to any archival record or process.

Leann’s family’s story of the visitors to the Bidjara caves applies the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories to interpret both the original record and the pluralised record. The original record is the paintings that remain located in the caves on Bidjara Country. Derived from that is a new record, The Queenslander newspaper article published in October 1909. Using a records continuum framework, this new record (the newspaper article) can be seen as a pluralisation of the existing one (the Bidjara cave paintings). It is a record created in the continuum that is the story of the Bidjara cave paintings. The original record was pluralised when the photographs of the paintings were published in The Queenslander. In the process of pluralisation the record is dis-embedded from its original context, community and meaning. The new record gained additional provenance information derived from a society markedly different from the one that created the original record.

The newspaper article (‘Prehistoric Aboriginal Art’, 1909, p. 29) states that, ‘The oldest blacks in the neighbourhood have no knowledge of ever seeing or hearing about these paintings’. When Leann explains why this is inaccurate she does so by explaining the societal provenance, that is, both the Bidjara and non-Indigenous ways of knowing, that brought this article to bear. Accurate appraisal and interpretation of this record require an understanding of the multiple provenances of the record. Choosing to explain the record with just one of those provenances would significantly impact the understanding of the record.

Perhaps the strongest concordance between the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories and the records’ continuum model is the notion of non-linear storying. This conceptual framework can easily be mistaken as a linear temporal framework – after all the ribbons themselves are literal lines – but it is important to remember that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories are non-linear and often cyclical in nature, and in this regard, the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ framework resembles the records’ continuum model. It is sobering to think that the green ribbon has looped tens of thousands of times through the records’ continuum as each oral record is told and retold, and applied and reapplied to each Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander generation to maintain our cultures and care for our Traditional Countries. This act of bringing Traditional Knowledge into contemporary discourse is an act of pluralisation.
In comparison to green ribbon stories, the blue ribbon stories have had a relatively brief existence in the Australian continent’s history, but owing to the preference for colonial nation-building narratives, and the western archival practice of prioritising text-based records created by colonists, the blue ribbon stories have been repeatedly and strategically pluralised in the short period since invasion. As a result, blue ribbon stories have dominated our understanding of this continent’s history since invasion. For the past 250 or so years, the blue ribbon story has also pluralised repeatedly, sometimes in conjunction with the green ribbon story, but mostly not.

In her book ‘We come with this place’ Gudanji/Wakaja, author Debra Dank relates a story that demonstrates the long cyclical nature of Indigenous recordkeeping via living archives on Country. Dank tells the story of her family being led on a walk on their Traditional Country by their Aunty. The Aunty stops at a circle of cycads where she picks the strongest looking nuts from the cycad plants and passes them to the children. She then asks the children to use their feet to create a hole in which to plant the seed they have been given. As the children do this, their aunty explains that each of the existing cycads has been planted in the same way by their ancestors. The Aunt, a woman in her eighties, points to an existing cycad and says, ‘This one here… I put with my grandmother. I was a young girl’. and pointing at another larger cycad, ‘That one, my mother put with her grandmother. That big one there, grandmother’s grandmother put there when she was a little one with her granny’. The green ribbon story of that place is one of intentional land management and small scale agriculture to support food security. When we consider the cycad grove as a records’ continuum, we see each plant is a record of both a person and a cultural practice, but also a pluralisation of the stories of each previous cycad planting event. As McKemmish et al. put it, ‘Records are also embodied in people and embedded in Country’. The blue ribbon story, one can easily imagine, is seeing a cluster of cycads and assuming that they had occurred there by chance – that the Traditional Owners’ existence is parallel to, but inconsequential to that of the natural environment.

The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories need not be diametrically opposed to each other but can remind us that there are multiple influences on any record. Tom Nesmith and Chris Hurley argue that all records have multiple provenances, and that these multiple provenances should be considered as part of any record appraisal, description and interpretation. Nesmith states that all records have societal provenance and all provenance has societal dimensions. People create records for social purposes according to their understanding of society and their place in it. The record creator’s circumstances influence what they perceive as trustworthy, authentic, reliable and what they consider worth remembering or forgetting. It also influences where the record creator gathers their information from, who they have access to and who they see as a trustworthy source. The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories are two provenance channels specific to colonised nations that should always be considered when appraising, describing and interpreting records. In the case of the 1909 Queenslander article about the Bidjara cave paintings, the societal provenance of the article dramatically affects the interpretation of the record. By using the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories framework, we are perhaps not decolonising the records, but we are reaffirming Indigenous sovereignty in all records that relate to Traditional Countries in so-called Australia. As Hurley asserts, integrating these multiple provenances into the record does not detract from it, but enriches it.

The application of the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework to archival praxis is particularly relevant at this point in Queensland and Australia’s history when truth-telling is seen as a key component of the Treaty process. While postmodern theory precludes the possibility of knowing anything as an absolute truth, the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework consistently applied to archival records used in truth telling.
can assist in the interpretation of those records to ensure that both Indigenous and non-Indigenous worldviews and lived experiences contribute to understanding shared histories.

**Conclusion**
This journal article introduces the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework that has been developed from an Indigenous, specifically Bidjara worldview. This conceptual framework, developed by Bidjara woman Leann Wilson, is drawn from her Bidjara ways of being and knowing. The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework is shared through this publication in the hope that others will find it useful for appraising and interpreting records. This article details the special consideration given to the appropriate ways for the conceptual framework to be used and how to protect the IP and cultural authority of Leann as the developer of the conceptual framework and her family as holders and teachers of the underpinning Bidjara knowledge. In discussing the IP and cultural authority considerations for the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories, we have introduced the use of TK Notices to academic publishing and demonstrated how researchers can make public disclosures of Indigenous Knowledge in their work. The green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework has synergies with existing archival theoretical and conceptual frameworks such as the records’ continuum model, societal provenance and parallel provenance. This conceptual framework differs in that it has been developed from an Indigenous worldview by a lay-user of archives. This article’s three distinct sections (introducing the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories; giving clear guidelines for its use and attribution and relating the green ribbon and blue ribbon stories’ conceptual framework to archival appraisal and interpretation) provide the reader with a new tool for archival appraisal and interpretation, as well as guidance for how to use that tool. This article argues that in colonial countries at least two provenances, Indigenous (represented by the green ribbon) and non-Indigenous (represented by the blue ribbon) should always be considered when appraising, describing and interpreting archival records.
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